“With the crossbase software solution, all product information is maintained
centrally in one place. This simplifies the production processes for the media to
be created and ensures that the data source is always up-to-date.”

SOLUTION DESCRIPTION
Based on the crossbase standard software, a standard PIM, MAM and crossmedia
solution was implemented for Schellenberg. The starting point was the data migration from an existing PIM system. Via this connection, all sales items with product
features, images and texts are imported into the PIM system.
The products are created manually in the PIM system and subsequently enriched
with further product relationships, images, documents and texts and displayed in the
various market- and media-specific product views. This includes the various target
group-specific publications such as dealer programs, consumer brochures, product
data sheets, packaging and assembly instructions, which are regularly updated in
product group-specific variants. These publications are produced automatically using
crossbase and Adobe InDesign.
Two special solution components are to be highlighted: With the text management,
text modules can be managed granularly, linked to products in a targeted manner and
automatically generated multilingual complete texts via text templates. In addition,
the entire texts can be created for specific publications. Print automation includes
the option of subsequently modifying the layout, e.g. to adjust the positioning and
extracts of images. The layout changes from Adobe InDesign can be saved back
bi-directionally in crossbase and used for the next updates or language changes.
In the future, the country variants will be systematically expanded, and approximately
25 languages are planned. In a further step, a shop is currently being supplied with
data from crossbase. An XML interface based on BMEcat to the OXID shop was set
up for this purpose.

THE INDIVIDUAL SOLUTION COMPONENTS
y PIM with extensive product features and product relationships
y Extensive promotional texts, including generated texts from text templates
y Translation workflow
y Image database
y Printed sales catalogs in various country variants
y XML provision of data for OXID-Shop

Company description
For 30 years Alfred Schellenberg GmbH has
been established as a reliable partner for
innovative self-service ranges for windows,
doors and gates in the building and DIY
sector. With competence and diversity in the
product areas of roller shutter accessories
and roller shutter drive technology, Schellenberg occupies a leading market position in
Germany. The consistent optimization of the
product range is supported by product range
depth, service and POS communication.
Type of company:
Manufacturer
Industry:
Construction elements, construction supplier
Sales range:
approx. 800 products
Sales volume:
approx. 30 million euros (2015)
Number of employees :
approx. 140
ERP system:
In-house solution
Type of software: Standard software
Type of solution: Standard solution
Alfred Schellenberg GmbH
57078 Siegen
Contact:
Ms. Tanja Rockenfeller
(Marketing)
Tel.: +49 271 89056-106
tanja.rockenfeller@schellenberg. de
www.schellenberg.de
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